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Positronium:
Probe on Fundamental Physics
e+
Our works:
CP violation in
lepton sector

By search asymmetry of
annihilation gammas
directions

Hyperfine structure (Eo-Ps-Ep-Ps)
d /d [kb/GHz]

e-

u Sensitive probe on fundamental physics
ü Exotic atom with anti-particle
Ø Suit for exploring the mystery of anti-matter
ü Pure leptonic system
Ø Experiments and theory calculations can be
compared in high precision (ppm level)
Breit-Wigner curve
of First direct
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CCP = 0.0013 ± 0.0021 (stat.) ± 0.0006 (sys.)

Still in SM but best by Ps
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motion
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Fig. 3B. The agreement is
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mination of the maxima
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(;20%). We conclude th
simulations for extended
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served fringe periods.
We performed a series
our interpretation of mat
ence. To demonstrate that
was caused by two cond
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densate (this is equivalen
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almost completely as a
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Next target :
Positronium Bose-Einstein condensation
scale (16). Stoof predicted that a coherent
condensate would form immediately (17).
Several groups discussed interference experiments and quantum tunneling for condensates (18–29). If the condensate is initially
in a state of well-defined atom number, its
order parameter, which is the macroscopic
wave function, vanishes. However, the
quantum measurement process should still
lead to quantum interference and “create”
the phase of the condensate (20, 23–25,
27, 28), thus breaking the global gauge fraction. Condensates containing 5 3 10
invariance that reflects particle number sodium atoms in the F 5 1, mF 5 –1 ground
conservation (30). This is analogous to state were produced within 30 s. The presAnderson’s famous gedanken experiment, ence of the laser-light sheet neither changed
testing whether two initially separated the number of condensed atoms from our
buckets of superfluid helium would show a previous work (3) nor required a modificafixed value of the relative phase—and tion of the evaporation path; hence, probtherefore a Josephson current— once they lems with heating encountered earlier with
are connected (31).
an optically plugged magnetic trap (2) were
Arguments for and against such a fixed purely technical. In the present application,
relative phase have been given (31, 32). the argon ion laser beam was not needed to
Even if this phase exists, there has been avoid a loss process, and thus we had comsome doubt as to whether it can be directly plete freedom in the choice of laser power
measured, because it was predicted to be and focal parameters.
affected by collisions during ballistic expanThe double condensate was directly obsion (12, 26) or by phase diffusion resulting served by nondestructive phase-contrast
from the mean field of Bose condensed imaging (Fig. 1A). This technique is an
atoms (21, 25, 27, 33). Additionally, the extension of our previous work on disperphase of the condensate plays a crucial role sive imaging (4) and greatly improved the
in discussions of an atom laser, a source of signal-to-noise ratio. The probe light frecoherent matter waves (34–37).
quency was far detuned from a resonant
The phase of a condensate is the argu- transition (1.77 GHz to the red), and thus
ment of a complex number (the macroscop- absorption was negligible. Images were
ic wave function) and is not an observable. formed by photons scattered coherently in
Only the relative phase between two con- the forward direction. The phase moduladensates can be measured. Here, we report tion caused by the condensate was transon the observation of high-contrast inter- formed into an intensity modulation at the
ference between two atomic Bose condensates, which is clear evidence for coherence
Fig. 1. (A) Phase-conin such systems.
A
The experimental setup. Two Bose con- trast images of a single
densates were produced using a modifica- Bose condensate (left)
tion of our previous setup (3, 7). Sodium and double Bose condensates, taken in the
atoms were optically cooled and trapped trap. The distance beand were then transferred into a double- tween the two condenwell potential. The atoms were further sates was varied by
cooled by radio frequency (rf)–induced changing the power of
evaporation (38). The condensates were the argon ion laser-light
confined in a cloverleaf magnetic trap (3), sheet from 7 to 43 mW.
with the trapping potential determined by (B) Phase-contrast imthe axial curvature of the magnetic field B0 age of an originally dou5 94 G cm–2, the radial gradient B9 5 120 ble condensate, with
G cm–1, and the bias field B0 5 0.75 G. The the lower condensate
eliminated.
atom clouds were cigar-shaped, with the
long axis horizontal. A double-well potential was created by focusing blue-detuned
far-off-resonant laser light into the center of
the magnetic trap, generating a repulsive
optical dipole force. Because of the far deof the argon ion laser line at 514 nm
Figure 1: Observationtuning
of BEC
in rubidium by the JILA group. The
relative to the sodium resonance at 589 nm,
upper left sequence ofheating
pictures
the shadow
by
fromshows
spontaneous
emissioncreated
was
0%
negligible.
This laser
beam released
was focusedfrom
into the trap.
absorption in the expanding
atomic
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a light sheet with a cross section of 12 mm

Nobel prize
2001

Spatial image of dense rubidium-87
around Tc (critical temperature) of BEC
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Below, the same data are shown in another representation, where the
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200 µm

Important feature
l BEC is “Atom laser”
l Quiet and coherent: Microscopic
quantum effect in macroscopic
such as matter-wave interference
l Breakthrough to study
microscopic world
After release
Before release
expand to overlap
trapped byFig.double-well
2. Interference pattern of two
B

expanding condensates observed
after 40 ms time-of-flight, for two
different powers of the argon ion
laser-light sheet (raw-data images).
The fringe periods were 20 and 15
mm, the powers were 3 and 5 mW,
and the maximum absorptions
were 90 and 50%, respectively, for
the left and right images. The fields
of view are 1.1 mm horizontally by
0.5 mm vertically. The horizontal
widths are compressed fourfold,
which enhances the effect of fringe
curvature. For the determination of
fringe spacing, the dark central
fringe on the left was excluded.

50 µm

50 mm

60 µm

270 µm

Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC)
Ø Almost all of atoms in a cloud
occupy a single quantum state
Ø Atoms must be dense and cold
T>Tc T~Tc T<<Tc
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of spatial
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Why BEC of “Positronium”
u Because Ps has anti-matter! First BEC with anti-matter.
Ø Hot topics in particle physics and cosmology
l Anti-matter should not be same as
matter to explain why matters left
in the universe

From Alan Stonebraker

l Many experiments are searching
on matter anti-matter symmetry

T2K experiment in
neutrino mixing

Ø BEC with anti-matter can be good tool to
search on this hot topic by using coherency

2017/06/06

The antiproton
decelerator at
CERN
Produce atoms
with antiproton
such as H
4

What we can do with Ps-BEC
1. Measure
anti-matter
gravity
2. 511 keV gamma-ray
laser
AVETISSIAN,
AVETISSIAN, AND
MKRTCHIAN
PHYSICAL
REVIEW A 92, 023820
by atom-interferometer
Because of the ongoing progress in physics for the produc-

g

tion and manipulation of positronium atoms, one can expect
Intensity
Psofblinks
byinchanging
the realization
of of
BEC
Ps atoms
the near future. The
latter path
is a very
challenging project and could lead to various
length
fundamental applications. In particular, it is of great interest to
investigate theSlow
process of collective annihilation decay of Ps
atoms from the BEC state, as a coherent ensemble of lasing
atoms, towards the generation of intense coherent γ rays in
the MeV domain of energies. The creation of a γ -ray laser
has been the subject of extreme interest since the realization
of the first lasers. The annihilation of electron-positron pairs
has been considered as one of the basic processes for the
intense γ -ray sources. The induced annihilation of a pair was
already considered by Dirac [32]. For the observed γ -ray
lines from theFast
astrophysical objects, the radiation through the
spontaneous [33] and stimulated annihilation [34,35] of an
electron-positron plasma was considered. Then the ideas of Ps
BEC and subsequent annihilation in the context of a γ -ray laser
were considered in Refs. [19,36–38]. In these papers, the lasing
gain coefficient has been obtained from the rate equations. The
latter is applicable to lasing systems with drivers (initial seed)
and resonators and cannot be extrapolated to the exponential
gain regime [39]. Meanwhile, because there are no drivers
or mirrors operable at γ -ray frequencies, one should realize
stat. sol.
(2007)
single pass lasersPhys.
operating
in 4,
the3419
so-called
self-amplified
spontaneous-emission regime. A mechanism of a γ -ray laser

• Deceleration by gravity shift
phase of Ps in different paths
• Path length 20 cm to see gravity
effects with weak-equivalent
principle
2017/06/06

wf=203 GHz
← Source

FIG. 1. (Color online)
TheRev.
energy
levels
of interest.
The
Phys.
A 92,
023820
(2015)
two levels represent hyperfine splitting of the ground state of P
applied electromagnetic field drives the o-Ps =⇒ p-Ps tran
The annihilation decay of the p-Ps into two entangled photons
same helicity is shown.

• o-Ps BEC to p-Ps by 203 GHz RF
• p-Ps BEC collectively decays into
we employ
natural
units
(c = ! = 1). Since o-Ps
coherent
511
keV
gamma-rays
relatively long lifetime, in a laboratory-based experim
will be
more suitable
to obtain a Bose-Einstein condensa
p Probe
with
x10 shorter
o-Ps. As was proposed in Ref. [7], the use of spin-pol
wavelength
than current
x-rays
positrons will eventually
lead to a gas
of spin-polariz
which does not undergo the mutual spin-conversion rea
p Macroscopic
entanglement
5
Thus, in the ensemble
of Ps atoms, rapid annihilation

Challenges to realize Ps-BEC

● Critical temperature (TC) is
very high due to Ps light
mass
× Ps annihilation life time is
only 142 ns
Necessary techniques
1. Instance (around 10 ns)
creation of dense Ps
2. Fast cooling of Ps to 10 K
in around 100 ns
2017/06/06
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Density (/cm3)

Conditions to realize Ps-BEC
l High density
l Low temperature
Ø For Ps, 14 K at 1018 cm-3

Goal

1016
87Rb

1012

1998
1H

Ps
Current

1995
BEC phase
over the lines

108

104
10−9

10−7

10−5 10−3 10−1
10 102
Critical Temperature (K)
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Method to realize Ps-BEC
New method: K. Shu et al. J. Phys. B 49, 104001 (2016)
1. Create dense positrons and convert into dense Ps at once
Internal void = trap cavity
~150 nm × 150 nm ×150 nm

~108 positrons in nanoseconds bunch
keV energy
Positron
Accumulator

e+

Inject into a silica (SiO2) material
with ~100 nm beam waist by focusing

13,500 Ps
created
4 x 1018 cm-3
e+

Ps

Magnified view

Silica as Ps converter
~50% prob.
Ø 109 positron accumulation was achieved elsewhere. We will
construct new focusing system to achieve 100 nm beam waist
2017/06/06
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Positron focusing
Currently, a few µm waist is achieved to probe fine structures of a surface
Principle of positron focusing (brightness enhancement):
Focusing lens
by magnetic field
bunched e+ beam

Thin metal (W, Ni) moderator
〜100 nm re-emitted in eV energy
keV energy
e+
= positron negative
work function

Focusing in steep
angle to re-moderator

Thermalize and diffuse
to rear surface
u Narrow beam with low
emittance can be acquired!
N. Oshima et al. J. Appl. Phys. 103, 094916 (2008).

Plan to use this method for many stages, but repulsive force between
positrons themselves can be problem because it is dense
Ø Now studying and designing beam optics
2017/06/06
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Method to realize Ps-BEC
2. Cooling by thermalization process
1st step
By collisions with cold silica cavity wall
= Thermalization process
Ps

Cold Silica < 10 K

2017/06/06
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First observation of thermalization
process in cryogenic environment
We newly measured thermalization process in cryogenic silica aerogel
(=porous material made by SiO2) to confirm how they are cooled
GM 4K cryocooler

Silica aerogel holder

Tunable in
20 ~ 300 K
2017/06/06

Scintillators and PMTs to detect Ps
creation and decay
Plastic for e+ from 22Na
LaBr3 for annihilation gammas
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Method to measure thermalization process
Use Pick-off annihilation
l Measure rate of collisions between Ps and silica particle
Pick-off 2γ annihilation
• A positron in Ps and
an electron in silica
by collisions
• 511 keV
mono energy

Silica aerogel particle

e-

e+
e-

o-Ps

Velocity v

Pick-off annihilation rate l2∝n sv
n: Density of electrons in silica particle
s: Cross section of Pick-off annihilation
→ By measuring l2 vs Ps life, ｔemperature
evolution of Ps can be measured
2017/06/06

e+e

o-Ps

3γ self annihilation
• Both a positron
and an electron
are in Ps
• 0 ~ 511 keV
continuous
energy spectrum
11

λ2/ λ3

Lines: fit curves
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700
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300 K 400
300
210 K 200

0.1

130 K 100

0.05

0

Preliminary
0

200

Ps temperature (K)

Result of the measurement

20 K
0
400
600
Time (ns)

Thermalization curves of Ps in
various silica temperature
l Thermalization into cryogenic
temperature was clearly observed
2017/06/06

Temperature evolutions of Ps are
modeled by elastic collision model
$%
)
/
=−
𝑣 (𝐸 − 𝑘1 𝑇),
$&

*+

)

2𝐸
𝑣=
，
𝑚67
𝐶
𝜆) 𝑡 = ×𝑣
𝐿
Important parameter is M :
Effective mass of silica for elastic
collision with Ps
Measured M = 170±10 a.m.u
ü Smaller (thermalize faster) than
other experiments in high T or
with gases
12

Method to realize Ps-BEC
2. Cooling by laser
2nd step
Irradiate 243 nm UV laser to cool
Ps down to 10 K
Ps

Silica is transparent in UV

243 nm UV laser

2017/06/06
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N
5000
Method to realize
Ps-BEC

2. Cooling by laser

Ps

Temperature (K)

2nd step 0 0
200
400
600
Time (ns)
Irradiate 243 nm UV laser to cool
Ps down to 10 K
Preliminary
103

Silica is transparent in UV
102

With Laser

10

243 nm UV laser
1

Without Laser

0

Tc
200

By detailed MC simulation
2017/06/06

400

600
Time (ns)
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N
5000
Method to realize
Ps-BEC

2. Cooling by laser

Ps

Temperature (K)

2nd step 0 0
200
400
600
Time (ns)
Irradiate 243 nm UV laser to cool
Ps down to 10 K
Preliminary
103

Below TC
Ø Ps-BEC possible

Silica is transparent in UV
102

With Laser

10

243 nm UV laser
1

0

Tc
200

By detailed MC simulation
2017/06/06

400

600
Time (ns)
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Principle of Laser Cooling
Laser cooling: Cool atoms by absorptions of photons’ momentum

E

Ps Internal states
2p (t=3.2ns)

1s

5.1eV
= 243nm UV

At resonant
Laser wavelength

243nm

l

Ps
Ps

l To let Ps absorb photon, use 1s - 2p transition
l Incident laser wavelength is detuned slightly longer than resonance
2017/06/06
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Principle of Laser Cooling
Ps Excited

E

P

Ps
s
P

E

2p

1s

Ps
s

Ps
Ps

Ps
Ps

v
Doppler effect(∝ v)

Resonant
1.
2.

Random
direction

Repeat this cycle
l

Only counter-propagating photons
are absorbed by Doppler effect
Decelerate by photon‘s momentum

2017/06/06

Ps de-excited
P
Ps
s 2p
3.2 ns
P
Ps
1s
s

3. Spontaneously de-excite in 3.2
ns with random direction
photon
(no effect on Ps temperature)
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Requirements for Cooling Laser
No laser cooling of Ps (anti-matter systems)
For Ps, several special features are necessary

Laser intensity
(arb.)
Intensity (Arb.)

1. Long time duration pulse
Ø Cooling of Ps takes around 300 ns (~ Ps life)
e+ injection
& Ps conversion
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

Pulse duration

0.2
0
−200

2017/06/06

Cool Ps while 300 ns

0

200

400
600
Time (ns)

Time (ns)
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Requirements for Cooling Laser
2. Wide linewidth
Ø Doppler effect is large due to Ps light mass, so laser linewidth
must cover wide Doppler width

Arb.

Arb.

Resonant
At 300 K

Wide

Cooling laser
should cover this
wide 80 pm
linewidth

Also Wide
×103

0

2017/06/06

50

100

150
200
Ps velocity (m/s)

243

243.05
243.1
243.15
243.2
Resonant wavelenth of laser (nm)
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Requirements for Cooling Laser
3. Fast shift of wavelength
Ø Resonant wavelength shifts as Ps atoms get cold
ü Fast shift (40 pm in 300 ns) of pulse laser has never been
achieved
Arb.

Arb.

Resonant
At 50 K
Largely shift by
cooling

Laser wavelength
should be also shifted
according to cooling
40 pm in 300 ns

At 300 K
×103
0

2017/06/06

50

100

150
200
Ps velocity (m/s)

243

243.05
243.1
243.15
243.2
Resonant wavelength of laser (nm)
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Requirements for Cooling Laser
How special?
Ps cooling laser

Common laser

Time duration

300 ns

CW or Pulse with 10ns or 100 fs

Linewidth

80 pm

< 2 pm or > 10 nm

Wavelength shift

40 pm in 300 ns

No example in my knowledge

l Even though laser optics are deeply developed, many features which
Ps requires are special because laser cooling of Ps is a new challenge
l New design has been considered by combining sophisticated thestate-of-the-arts optics technologies

2017/06/06
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Special home-made laser system
l Schematic diagram of the system

Ti:Sapphire

Q-switched
Pump Laser

10 mJ
10 mW
EOM2
Sideband
Generator

SHG
2017/06/06

EOM1
Wavelength Shifter

729 nm
365 nm

THG

40 µJ
243 nm
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Special home-made laser system
1. Wavelength control : shift and broadening in 729 nm CW by EOMs
EOMs can generate
wavelength modulated light by
applying RF for CW red light
10 mJ

729 nm (red) light
729 nm
Output
Laser Diode
Ti:Sapphire
opnext
HL7301MG
(InGaAsP)

Gratings

ECDL-Box
Q-switched
Pump Laser
To controller

8cm

10 mW
EOM2

EOM1

Sideband
Generator

SHG
2017/06/06

Wavelength Shifter

l

729 nm
365 nm

THG
729

40 µJ
l

243 nm
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Laser intensity

Special home-made laser system

729 nm CW light oscillates in
pulse mode using Ti:S gain

532 nm pulse
to excite Ti:Sapphire

Time

Ti:Sapphire

pulse
Pump Laser

Nd:YAG

10 mJ
10 mW
EOM2
Sideband
Generator

SHG
2017/06/06

EOM1
Wavelength Shifter

729 nm
365 nm

THG

40 µJ
243 nm
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Development :
Prototype long pulse
Developed a bit short cavity with high reflectivity mirrors
Expected pulse time duration : 200 ns

CW
without wavelength shift / broadening

Pulse

Nd:YAG
pulse
Optical cavity
2017/06/06

Ti:S
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Development :
Prototype long pulse
Developed a bit short cavity with high reflectivity mirrors
Expected pulse time duration : 200 ns

CW
without wavelength shift / broadening

20mm

Nd:YAG
pulse

Absorb
532 nm YAG

Amplify
729 nm red

Optical cavity
2017/06/06

Pulse

Ti:S
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Development :
Prototype long pulse
Developed a bit short cavity with high reflectivity mirrors
Expected pulse time duration : 200 ns

CW
without wavelength shift / broadening

Pulse

Nd:YAG
pulse
Optical cavity
2017/06/06

Ti:S
27

Confirmed 200 ns long pulse at 729 nm
Ti:Sapphire
740 nm

100 ns

ü Long pulse consisted with
prototype design is achieved!
Ø Make larger cavity (L~4 m) to
store light for longer time to
achieve 300 ns time duration

100Pulse
ns

2017/06/06

shape detected by photo
diode
5%
detector
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Special home-made laser system
Wavelength conversion using non-linear optics
ü Complete!

Ti:Sapphire

Q-switched
Pump Laser

10 mJ
10 mW
EOM2
Sideband
Generator

SHG
2017/06/06

EOM1
Wavelength Shifter

729 nm
365 nm

THG

40 µJ
243 nm
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SHG 729 nm → 365 nm is also done
729 nm pulse
Blue
365 nm

LBO crystal

365nm

Just after LBO crystal
on paper
Ø Plan to complete other parts around one year, then conduct laser
cooling experiment with modest Ps density
2017/06/06
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Summary
l Ps-BEC is a good candidate of the first BEC with anti-matter, which has a
rich potentials on both fundamental and application physics
l New method has been proposed using dense positrons and cooling by
the thermalization process and laser cooling. Thermaliztion process in
cryogenic temperature has been measured for the first time, and it is
efficient enough to realize BEC with laser cooling
l Cooling laser for Ps requires very special optics, so new system is
currently under development. Prototype long pulse mode is confirmed to
be possible.
l Developments on creating dense, focused positrons is also under study in
parallel
l We will do laser cooling first and then go to BEC!
2017/06/06
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